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AGENT HEADSHOT

6575 Scanlan Ave
Lindenwood Park, 63139

Circa 1912:                      Look out, summer! This Lindenwood Park home is coming in HOT! 
You are sure to fall in love the second you turn onto this premier tree-lined 
street, just a hop to highway 44, Ivanhoe business district, Library, bowling, 
snowcones, parks, and so much more! Past the inviting, covered front porch, you 
will find a massive foyer with an original staircase, newly refinished hardwood 
floors, and soaring ceilings. The palatial light-filled spaces flow seamlessly into 
one another, boasting an original gorgeous dining room buffet and large corner 
kitchen cabinet. The main floor features a 1/2 bath and views of the expansive 
backyard with two car parking pad. Upstairs features three bedrooms 
surrounding a full bath with claw foot tub and new flooring. The primary is 
oversized with gorgeous wallpaper, double walk-in closets, and beautiful 
hardwood floors. This magnificent home located in a lovely community filled with 
great neighbors is the perfect place to start earning equity with home ownership.
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Special Features

Specs
BEDROOMS BATHROOMS

SQUARE FOOTAGE YEAR BUILT

ESTIMATED TAXES PARKING

LOT SIZE STORIES

FLOORPLAN
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Floorplan Disclaimer: All measurements are approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact or to scale. Buyer should confirm 
measurements using their own sources prior to purchasing or writing 
an offer. Not for use with appraisal or assessment.

VISIT 6575SCANLAN.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P Lovely covered front porch is perfect for
entertaining!
P Refinished original hardwood floors are a

recent improvement!
P Check out this beautiful built in dining

room buffet!
P Large shady backyard with 2 car parking

pad and room for a future garage!
PWalking distance to the community

garden, library, Ivanhoe Snow and more!
P Double walk in closets in the primary suite

are awesome!
P Imagine the instant equity by making this

kitchen your dream!


